
 

 

PERFORMANCE INCENTIVE SCHEME FOR FACULTY & TECHNICAL STAFF  
 

Objective:  
To appreciate and recognize efforts made by departments and individuals for betterment of 
academic performance and standards, and encourage faculty/staff members to contribute in a 
positive and competitive environment.  
  
Categories of Star performance for Faculty Members involved in teaching theory subjects:  
  

1. (*) First Star will be awarded to faculty member whose result is 3% more than the Average 
Factor (Average factor + 3%).  

2. (*) Second Star will be awarded to faculty member whose result is 10% more than the 
Average Factor (Average factor + 10%) subject to maximum of 100%. A subject wise 
average factor list will be prepared on the basis of average of past three years results of each 
subject. In case, results of previous years are not available due to any reason, average factor 
criteria decided by the management will be final.  

3. (*) Third Star will be awarded, if 25% of the total number of students of a class/ section 
secures more than 70% marks in RTU theory component.  

4. Challenge the First Star is the new incentive scheme w.e.f. session 2017-18, which is 
applicable only for Faculty members who are teaching theory subjects of RTU syllabus. 
Faculty can challenge to achieve First star performance in any/all of the subjects they are 
teaching. Faculty Members need to apply under this scheme before start of I Mid Term 
examination of respective Subject. On achieving the targeted result, the amount of incentive 
will be double of that of First star category. In case Faculty member could not achieve the 
targeted result for which he/ she had applied under the scheme of ñChallenge the First Starò, 
deduction of half of the incentive amount of the First star performance will be made. The 
amount of deduction will be adjusted in the incentive amount earned for the same semester 
or else it will not be deducted.  

 

Average factor is prepared on the basis of average of past three years results of each subject. In 
case, results of previous years for a particular subject is not available due to any reason, the 
average of current result of all theory subjects for that particular branch in that particular semester 
-3% will be considered as the average factor for that subject.  
Eligibility:  
  

1. Those faculty members who are in service on 31st December or 30th June of next semester 
or have completed 258 working days shall only be eligible for awards under performance 
incentive scheme for previous semester / session as applicable.  

2. Every section / class / branch shall be treated as one individual entity for deciding awardees 
under this scheme.  

3. If a subject is taught jointly by two faculty members (generally due to leaving of a faculty 
member) then both will be treated as joint awardees and cash award would be shared 
between them in the proportion as mentioned in their subject syllabus handing over taking 
over format duly approved by HOD.  

4. The faculty members not teaching any subject or lab are not eligible for the performance 
incentive under this scheme.  

Incentives:  
1. For classes/sections having student strength more than or equal to 30:  

a) One star (*) performer will get 3000, two star (**) performer will get 4000 and three 
Star (***) performer will get 5000.  


